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3. Reduction to the holomorphic case 
We begin with two lemmas which will be useful both here and in other 
sections. The proof of Lemma 3.1(b) follows immediately from Theorem 
IV.1.12 in [l l] ; the proof of the other statements are elementary and 
will be omitted. We say that a subspace M of a Banach space Z is 
complemented (in 2) if M is closed and there exists a closed subspace N 
of 2 such that Z=M @ N. 
3.1 LEMMA. Let M and N be subspaces of X such that N C M and 
dim M/N<co. 
(a) If N is closed, then M is closed. 
(b) If M is dosed and if N=R(T) for some bounded linear operator 
T from a Banach space Z into X, then N is closed. 
(c) If M is complemented and N is closed, then N is complemented. 
3.2 LEMMA. Let M and N be subspaces of X such that NC M. Let 
P be a continuous projection of X onto N. Then 
M=N @ (I-P)M=N @ (M n N(P)). 
If, in addition, dim M/N <CQ, then M is complemented. 
Recall that A denotes an operator function, holomorphic on a deleted 
neighbourhood of i20 and having values in .9(X, Y). We say that A is 
Jinite meromorphic at 10 if Y(A ; Aa) > -CO and the coefficients in the 
principal part of the Laurent expansion of A at & are all degenerate 
operators (that is, operators with Cnite-dimensional range spaces). Observe 
that any diagonal operator function at J,,J is finite meromorphic at Ao. 
Finite meromorphic operator functions which have the extra property 
that the constant term in the Laurent expansion at ilo is a Fredholm 
operator have been studied by several authors (see [l], [2], [a], [6], [8], 
PI, WI, WI, [24l and 1251). A h c aracterization of such operator functions 
in terms of the spaces HO and & is given at the end of this section. Other 
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subclasses are considered in [l], [2], [12] and [24]. In this section we 
show (among other things) how the study of finite meromorphic functions 
can be reduced to that of holomorphic functions. The method we develop 
here is based on an idea contained in [9]. 
3.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose v(A; no) > --co. Then A is finite mero- 
morphic at 3Lo if and only if dim K-$A; &] <co. 
PROOF. We may suppose v(A; &)= -p, where p>O. Then 
(3-l) A(i)= 5 (A-&)nAn. 
)I--9 
It follows easily from the definition of K-l[A ; &] that 
K-l[A; Jo] CR(A-l)+...+R(A-,). 
Hence if A is finite meromorphic at &, then K-l[A; &] must be finite- 
dimensional. Now suppose that dim K-l[A ; &] < 00. Using Proposition 1.3, 
we have 
R(A-,) = K-,[A ; Jo] C K-I[A; lo]. 
Hence A-, is a degenerate operator. If p > 1, we may complete the proof 
by finite induction. Suppose that A-,, . . ., A-k are degenerate operators 
for some k, 1 < kqn. Let 
i-k 
Then W is a closed subspace of finite codimension in X. Given w E W, let 
+(A) = (2 -lop-l 20. Then 4 E S(izo, X), ~(4; b) > - ( -k + 1) and A(l)+@) --f 
+ A-k+1 w. Thus A-k+1 w belongs to K++l, which proves that 
A-k+l( W) c K-k+l[A ; Lo] C &[A ; J,,,]. 
Since dim X/W < co, it follows that A-k+1 is a degenerate operator. By 
finite induction, this implies that A,, . . . , A-1 are all degenerate operators. 
In the rest of this section we assume that A is finite meromorphic at 
lo and v(A ; Jo) > -lo, for some positive integer p. Thus A has the form 
(3-l) with A-1, . . . . A, degenerate. We shall con&x& two holomorphic 
operator functions S and T that will be useful in the study of properties 
of A. 
Let Qi be a continuous projection of Y such that R(Qi) is linite- 
dimensional and 
(3-2) &,,A+=O, i=l, . . . . ,p, 
where Qo =IY - Qi. For instance, let Qi be a continuous projection of Y 
onto the finite-dimensional space R(A-l) + . . . +&A-,). Define B: C + 
+-g(Y) by 
(3-3) W) = Qo + (A - AoF &I. 
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Let A be a deleted neighbourhood of 5 such that A is holomorphic on A, 
and define S on A u (Ao) by 
(3-4) 
It is evident that S E ~?(;lo, 9(X, Y)). Furthermore, it follows from (3-2) 
that 8 is holomorphic at As. Observe that B(A) is bijective when A#&, 
and 
q-1 = Qo + (A- ilop- &I. 
Hence 
P-5) A(A) = B(A)-1 As(A), ;z E A. 
For brevity, we write B-1 for the function A-+ B(A)-1. The following 
lemma follows easily from (3-4), (3-5) and the facts that Y(B ; 20) > 0 and 
v(B-l; lo)> -@+ 1). 
3.4 LEMMA. Let A be $nite meromorphic at lo, and let 8 be a8 above. 
Then, for mEZ, 
Hm+p+l[S; no] C Hm[A ; 391 C Elm@; 391, 
and, for each A in A u {&I, 
E&S; l]=H[A; iz], H&S; Xj=EI,[A; 1-J. 
The function A!? is holomorphic at ilo, and hence 
HoiS; 101 =N(Wo)) =N(QoAo). 
It is easily verified that 
W&o Ao) N(Ao) = Wo) n W&o). 
Since N(Qo) = R(Q ) 1 is finite-dimensional, it follows that 
P-6) 
If we let 
P-7) W= ,il N(A-4, 
then it is easily veriiied that 
F-4 N(Ao) n W C Ho[A ; Jo] C Ho[S; ho]. 
Note that W has finite codimension in X, because A-1, . .., A, are de- 
generate operators. Using (3-6), we have 
P-9) 
dim ~O[‘; ;b] 
NAo) n W 




Consequently, from (3-8), 
(3-10) 
We shall use these facts in some of the results which follow. 
3.5 PROPOSITION. Let A be jinite meromorphic at 20, and let S be as 
above. Then 
(a) R(S(Ao)) is dosed if and only if R(Ao) is closed, 
(b) k(S;Ao)<oo if and only if k(A;l~)cce. 
PROOF. Let M = N(Qo) +R(Ao). Since iV(Qo) is finite-dimensional, 
Lemma 3.1 shows that R(Ao) is closed if and only if N is closed. Since, 
Qo is a projection with N(Qo) C DI, it follows that 
M n R(Qo)=QoM c H. 
Observe that R(S(&)) = R(Qo Ao) = Q. M. Thus 
M M X 
dim R(S(&)) = dim M n R(Q> Q dim R(Qo) 
- =dim iV(Qo)< co. 
But then we can apply Lemma 3.1 again to show that M is closed if and 
only if WW) is closed. This proves (a). 
From Lemma 3.4, we have 
H[S ; lo] =H[A ; no] C Ho[A ; no] C Ho[S; &,I. 
This implies that (cf. (l-5)) 
Ho[S; 101 k(S; Jo)=k(A; &)-I-dim--. Ho[A ; 51 
Assertion (b) now follows from (3-10). 
Let PO be a continuous projection of X such that 
(3-11) AdP,,=O, i=l, . . . . p, 
and such that the range of the projection PI given by PI = IX - PO is 
finite-dimensional. For instance, let PO be a continuous projection of X 
onto the space W described in (3-7). Define C: C + S’(X) by 
(3-12) c(n)=Po+(il--jZO)~+1P~. 
With d as in (3-4), define T on d u {Jo) by 
P-13) T(a) = 
A(L) W, A E A, 
A0 PO, A=A.O. 
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Clearly T E &@a, 9(X, Y)). Also, T is holomorphic at 20, because of 
(3-11). Observe that C(1) is bijective when ;Z #As, and 
A(l)=T@) C(2)-1, L E A. 
The following lemma can be proved in much the same way as Lemma 3.4. 
3.6 LEMMA. Let A be Jinite meromorphic at lo, and let T be as above. 
Then, for m E Z, 
Km-p-l[A ; AI] C Kn[T ; 101 C &dA ; &I, 
and, for each iz in A U {J.o}, 
K[T; ;I]=K[A; A], Ke[T; Jl=&[A; 4. 
Observe now that 
Ko[T; 101 =R(T(Ao)) =R(AoPo) C R(Ao). 
Aim 
(3-14) ~(Ao)=NAoPo)+R(AoPI)=R(T(~Z~))+R(AOPI). 
Since PI has finite-dimensional range, A0 PI must be a degenerate operator. 
It follows that 
P-16) 
Wo) 
dim R(T(&,)) < O”’ 
It is easily verified that 
%[A; lo] C R(Ao) + M, 
where Jf=R(A-d+...+R(A-,). Note that dimM<oo. using (3-14, 
we have 
Ko[A ; &I C WWo)) + R(Ao PI) -t M. 
Since R(T(lo)) =Ko[T; Jo] C &[A ; &I, by Lemma 3.6, we conclude that 
P-16) 
3.7 PROPOSITION. Let A be finite meromorphic at lo, and let T be aa 
above. Then 
(a) R(T(iZo)) b ClOSed if c&?&d ody if &do) iS chid, 
(b) W’; no) < 00 if and only if k(A ; 10) COO. 
PROOF. Assertion (a) follows from (3-16) and Lemma 3.1. From 
Lemma 3.6, we have 
Ko[T ; lo] C &[A ; 201 C K[A ; lo] = K[T ; lo]. 
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This implies that (cf. (l-5)) 
k(T; 39) = k(A ; &) + dim K”[A ’ ‘I 
Ko[T; r20] l 
Assertion (b) now follows from (3-16). 
3.8 PROPOSITION. Let A be finite meromorphic at JO. Then 
(a) Ho[A ; Jo] is closed, 
(b) dim Ho[A ; Lo] < 00 if and o&y if dim N(Ao) < 00, 
(c) Ho[A; 201 is complemented if and only if N(Ao) is complemented, 
(d) Ko[A; 101 is closed if and only if R(Ao) is closed, 
(e) codim Ko[A ; 391~ 00 if and only if codim R(Ao) x00, 
(f) Ko[A; &] is complemented if and only if R(Ao) is complemented. 
PROOF. If W is given by (3-7), then (3-S) and (3-9) imply that 
(3-17) 
Since N(Ao) n W is obviously closed, (a) follows from Lemma 3.1. Now 
dimX/W<oo, and so 
(3-18) N(Ao) 
dim N(Ao) n W < O”* 
Statement (b) follows>from (3-17) and (3-18). Using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 
with (3-17) and (3-H), one obtains (c). Let T be as above. Then (d) 
and (e) follow from (3-15) (3-16) and Lemma 3.1. To prove (f), observe 
that if either Ko[A ; &] or R(A 0 is complemented, then they are both ) 
closed, by part (d). So R(T(20)) is closed in either case, by Proposition 3.7. 
Statement (f) now follows from (3-15), (3-16) and Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 
3.9 COROL~Y. Let A be finite meromorphic at &. Then A0 is a 
Fredholm operator if and only if 
dim Ho[A ; 101~ 00 ati codim Ko[A ; IO]< 00. 
In this case, R(Ao) is closed and k(A; no) COO. 
4. Reduction to the linear case 
In this section we shall describe in detail a method which allows us 
to reduce the study of a holomorphic operator function to that of a 
function of the form T +lS. Linearization techniques have often been 
used in the study of operator polynomials and, less frequently, in the 
study of holomorphic operator functions (see [2] and the references given 
there). The method described here is a further elaboration of the one 
used by H. BART in [2]. 
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Throughout this section A will be a function with values in 9(X, Y), 
and A will be holomorphic on an open neighbourhood of a point ilo in C. 
For the sake of simplicity we assume that k = 0. With A we shall associate 
a linear function L(A) = T+ AS such that T and S are bounded linear 
operators acting between certain Banach spaces X and Y. 
We begin with the construction of the spaces X and Y. The space X 
is the linear subspace of the product space 
(4-l) -J-J= -p. Xk, xu=x, k=O, 1, . . . . 
consisting of all sequences x= {z~}:,~E I-J which have the property that 
sup {Ilzrll: k=O, 1, . ..}<oo. 
Let X have the norm given by 
II4 = sup lIdI, x E x. k 
Then X is a complex Banach space. The complex Banach space Y is 
defined in the same way as X except that in (4-l) we take X0= Y instead 
of x0=x. 
Next we define the operators T and S. Let A,, denote the na coefficient 
of the Taylor expansion of A at 0. Choose r > 0 such that A is holomorphic 
on an open neighbourhood of the set {A: 111 <r}, and let A, be the open 
disc (A: lizl <r>. Then 
The operators T and S are defined on X by the following formulas: 
Tx=(Aozo, ~1, ~2, . ..) 
and 1 1 
Sx= p-1 An+1, - ,x0:0, - ;x1, . . . 
> 
- 
From (4-2) it follows that the series appearing in the definition of S 
converges. It is not difficult to show that T and S are well-defined bounded 
linear operators from X into Y. In the remainder of this section L will 
be the operator function defined on C by 
L(l)=T+As. 
In order to describe certain useful relations between A and L, we need 
some auxiliary operator functions. 
Define Y from A, into 9(X, X) by 
16 I&&ones 
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Since Y(A) cm be written as a power series which converges in 9(X, X), 
the operator function !P is holomorphic on A,. Note that each operator 
!P((1) is an isometry from X into X. 
Next, let 9 be the canonical imbedding of Y into Y, that is, 
E(y)=(y, o,o, . ..). 
A simple lemma follows immediately from these definitions. 
4.1 LEMMA. For iz E A,., we have 
L(;2)Y(iz)=EL4(il). 
Now take J in A,, x in X and I in Y, and suppose that 
z=(T+As)x. 







; X&l, k=l, 2, . . . . 
From (4-4) it is easy to deduce that 
For k=l, 2, . . . . define operator functions @k from A, into LY(Y, X) by 
@,(n)z= ;< c)j z&j, z E Y. 
Since 21, 22, . . . . are in X, the vector @k(A)x is in X. We may write (65) 
in the form 
(4-6) 
Ak 
xk= r 0 
x,,+@k(ii)z, k=l, 2, . . . . 
Combining this with (4-3) (and using (4-2)), we hsve 
(4-7) xo=A(A)xo+ $ At+-lA,@,-l(l) z. 
n-2 
Define an operator function Q, from A, into S(Y, Y) by 
(443) @(A) z = 2.0 - 5 A+ A,+1 @&) z, z E Y. 
R-l 
Formula (4-2) together with the fact that 
(a-9) llQW)llr +,, AE&, n=l, 2, 0.. , 
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implies that @(A) is a well-defined bounded linear operator from Y into Y. 
Furthermore, using (4-9) again, the series 
converges uniformly (in the norm of 6p(Y, Y)) on each compact subset 
of A,.. Hence the operator function @ is holomorphic on A,.. Using @(A) 
in (P-7), we see that 
(4--10) A (A) x0 = CD(n) z. 
Finally, for n= 0, 1, 2, . . . . define operators 0, in S’(X, X) by 
@&X=Xn, XEX. 
It is convenient to summarize the results of (P6) and (4-10) in the 
following lemma. 
4.2 LEMMA For A E A,., we have 
(a) O,=(yr)“Oo+Q)n(l)L(1), n-l, 2, . . . . 
(b) A(A) 00 =@(A) L(A). 
It is interesting to observe that for iz E A, the operator @(A) is surjeotive. 
This follows from the following equation: 
(4-11) @(A)E=Ir, 1~Ar. 
For Y(A) we have a similar result: 
(4-12) 00 Y(l) =1x, A E A,. 
If we use (4-12) in Lemma 4.2, we obtain the following result. 
4.3 PROPOSITION. For ;~EA~, we have 
A(1) =@(A) L(A) Y(A). 
4.4 LEMMA. For iz E A,., we have 
(4 NW)) c ww)~ 
(b) W@)) 1 WW). 
PROOF. (a) T k a e x in N(L(I)). Lemma 4.2(s) shows that, for 
k= 1, 2, . . . . 
and thus x= Y(A) xa E R(Y(1)). 
(b) Take v in 37(@(A)). Define x in X by setting 
0 for k=O, 
@k(jl)v for k#O. 
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Formula (P9) shows that x E X. Put z= (T+ x)x. Then, by (4-3) and 
the definition (443) of @(A), 
z()= g Am-lA,~,-l(il)v=wo-~(1)v=wo. 
n-e 




7 Xk-1, k= 1, 2, . . . . 
Hence zl=z~=@~(A)v=~~, and, for b= 2, 3, . . . . 




This shows ‘that z=v, and hence v E @L(A)). 
4.5 PROPOSITION. For 1 E A,, we huve 
(a) Iz,[L; n]=Y(n)EI,[A; A], m=o, 1, 2, . . . . 
(b) EI[L; A] = V(1) H[A ; A], 
(c) El&; A] = Y(A) &[A ; A]. 
PROOF. (a) Take a fixed & in Ar, and let m be a fixed nonnegative 
integer. Given x in H&4; 101, there exists 9 E #(AI, X) such that 
#(A) --f x, y(Jq; h)>m+ 1. 
Define .3p on a deleted neighbourhood of A.0 by 
P-13) Put4 = w4 544. 
Since Y is holomorphia on A,., the function y belongs to .%?(&, X). Further, 
Y(4 + wdx. 
By Lemma 4.1, 
W) Q(n) = =m 9w) 
for il in some deleted neighbourhood of Ao, and so 
y(Ly; i2o)>+q; kl)>m+ 1. 
Thus !Z’(&)x E Iy,[L; Ao], and it follows that 
wo) &I&[~ ; ilo] c a& ; 391. 
To prove the reverse inclusion, take w in H&; &I]. Then there exists 
Q E .@(&, X) such that 
Q(1) + w, Y&Q; h)>m+ 1. 
Define C# on a deleted neighbourhood of IO by 
P-14) ‘#(A) = @oQ@)- 
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Then 4 E .%(ilo, X) and 
+(A) + 00 w. 
By Lemma 4.2(b), 
A 0) &a = @(a 4) w (4 
for A in some deleted neighbourhood of b. Since @ is holomorphic on A,, 
it follows that 
v(-@; b)>v(Ly; Jo)>m+l. 
Hence &w E &[A; &]. Now it follows from (4-12) that ~p(&)So is the 
identity operator on R(P(&)). N t o ice that w E N(L(&)) C R(!P(&)), by 
Lemma 4.4(a). Thus we have 
w= Y(b)[@o WI E Y/&l) aiz[A ; &I. 
Combining this with the result of the first paragraph of this proof, we 
obtain (a). 
(b) This follows from (a) by taking intersections and using the fact 
that Y(A) is injective. 
(0) The proof of (c) follows the same pattern as that of (a) and is 
therefore omitted. 
4.6 ~OPOSITION. For il E A, we have 
(a) &CL; A]=@(A)-lRm[A; A], nt=O, 1, 2, . . . . 
(b) K[L; A] = @(A)-l K[A ; A], 
(c) &[L; n]=@(n)-w&l; A]. 
PROOF. (a) Take a fixed A0 in A,, and let nt be a fixed nonnegative 
integer. We begin by observing that 
(4-W N@(h3o)) c &?dk 391. 
This follows from Lemma 4.4(b) and the fact that 
~(woo)) =Ko[L; Al] c a&; 391. 
Given y in K,[A ; ;b], there exists 4 E .%(A), X) such that 
44; ;20)> --m, wm) + Y- 
Define p by (4-13). Then y E A?(&, X) and, as Y is holomorphic on A, 
v(y; Ao)>v($; &)> -7% 
Further, by Lemma 4.1, 
w 344 =ww) WN --f c”(Y)* 
This shows that E(y) E &[L; &I. Now, by (kll), 
Y = wo) E(Y). 
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Thus g E @(IO) K,[L; 391, and it follows that 
&n[A ; a01 c @&I) &n[L; Aol. 
By combining this with (P15), we see that 
(4-16) @(ao)-l.L[A ; no1 C&n[L; 201. 
To prove the reverse inclusion, take z in R,[L; IQ]. Then there exists 
y E &@(lo, X) such that 
y(y; i20) > -T L(iz) y(A) + =. 
Define 4 by (4-14). Then 4 E %‘(;b, X) and 
y(#; ilo)>y(y; ;20)> -m. 
Further, by Lemma 4.2(b), 
44 W) = @(a U& w (4 --f @oo) =. 
This shows that @(&)I E &[A ; &I]. Hence 
@(Al) &A?; no1 C&d-~ ; 391. 
Together with (P16), this proves (a). 
(b) This follows from (a) by taking unions. 
(0) The proof of (c) follows the same pattern as that of (a) and is 
therefore omitted. 
4.7 PRoPosIrroN. For I E dr, we have 
(a) dim iV(A(iZ)) = dim N(L(t)), 
(b) codim R@(2)) = codim R(L(iZ)), 
(c) A(1) has closed range if and only if L(l) has closed range, 
(d) k(A; J)=k(L; il). 
PROOF. (a) Take a fixed ils in d,. Since A and L are both holomorphic 
at ;cO, we have 
WWo)) =floV; 101, WWo)) =Bo[L; Aol. 
Hence (a) is an immediate consequence of Proposition 43(a) and the 
injectivity of the operator Y(la). 
(b) As in (a), we have 
R(A(39))=Ko[A; kl, W(ilo))=Ko[L; 391, 
and thus Proposition 4.6(a) gives 
(4-17) R(L(Ao)) = @(WlR(A(;(o)). 
Since Q&J) is surjective (of. (4-ll)), this implies (b). 
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(c) Using the continuity of the operator Q(k), it follows from (4-17) 
that R(L(ilo)) is closed whenever &4(k)) is closed. The converse statement 
follows from the observation that 
s”lR(L(lo)) = [@(Al)) q-lR(A(Ll$) =R(A(ll))). 
(d) This follows from the definition of the stability number, Propo- 
sition 4.5 and the fact that Y(&) is injective. 
For 1=0, Propositions 4.5(a) and 4.6(a) have been proved earlier by 
H. BART (cf. formulas (12) and (18) in Section III.4 of [2]). The proofs 
here are less complicated, because we have decked the H, and K, spaces 
in terms of functions instead of sequences of vectors. Proposition 4.7, 
except for (d), is Theorem 111.4.4 in [2]. 
(To be an&wed) 
